
 

Forte di Oga Palancana

Oga Forte Venini - Bivio per Fochin - Palancana - Isolaccia Valdidentro

8,553 Km 1:00 - 2:00 h 308 m 639 m



This is an easy and short route, despite the ups and downs in the middle part of it through the wood leading to Palancana. It is 
suitable for a good training especially if you add also the climb on the paved road from Valdisotto Santa Lucia up to the Forte 
di Oga. This itinerary can be run backwards too, starting from Isolaccia Valdidentro Sports Center and climbing with toil on the 
steep slope taking you to Palancana, but with the possibility to descend on the track of Le Motte Bike Park, which starts just 
behind the Fort. In both cases, once you get to the valley bottom, you can take the new cycle track linking Isolaccia to Le Motte

From the car park nearby the Forte di Oga 1708 m you take the dirt road leading to the Malga San 
Colombano sign Way n. 280. At the second hairpin you turn right on another uphill road sign Way n. 
284, which enters the wide Costazza wood. Here begins the up and down stretch that crosses Isolaccia 
ski runs 1885 m, where the alternative way to Fochin descends on the right and from where the steep 
dirt road heads downhill for Palancana 1842 m. Riding on the last switchbacks we get to Isolaccia 
Valdidentro Sports Center.

Start:Oga Forte Venini Arrival:Oga Forte Venini

Equipment required:

Difficulty description:

Author:

TECHNICAL DATA

Length 8,553 Km Skill

Condition

Effort

Natural pavement 96%

Asphalt pavement 4%

Brick pavement 0%

Equipped paths 0%

Scree pavement 0%

Other types of pavements 0%

Duration 1:00 - 2:00 h

height difference uphill 308 m

height difference downhill 639 m

Maximum slope uphill 24%

Maximum slope downhill 20%

Minimum and maximum quota
1896 m

1360 m

Accessibility for bikes 100%



Not available data 0%
Period Journey Giugno - 

Ottobre

PHOTO GALLERY



This publication is for information purposes only. www.valtellinaoutdoor.it declines all responsibility for any damages 
to persons or things and injuries whatever, which have occurred during the excursions and/or caused by the 
conditions of the trails. We recommend you consult and check the weather forecast and snow conditions before every 
excursion.


